critic, professor, and novelist Robertson Davies (1913-1995) was one of With a life as rich in character and colour as that found in his fiction and essays, both of which are found in abundance in his work, along with a prodigious Robertson Davies Biography - Childhood, Life Achievements. Robertson Davies: Life, Work, and Criticism by Lynne. Diamond-Nigh (review). K.P. Stich. University of Toronto Quarterly, Volume 68, Number 1, Winter 1998/99.

Robertson Davies: A Mingling of Contrarieties - Google Books Result He is all kindness; he romps through the public details of my life, but under the... at once, as well as writing plays and novels, stories, lectures, and critical essays. What are you working on now? Or do you resist being asked this? DAVIES. Paris Review - Robertson Davies, The Art of Fiction No. 107 William Robertson Davies facts: Robertson Davies (1913-1995) enjoyed a... on the literary scene, helped establish Davies as a major new voice in criticism. 12 Canadian Playwrights Talk about Their Lives and Work, Doubleday, 1978. Robertson Davies: Canada's greatest novelist? - The Telegraph Robertson Davies [1] (William Robertson [2] Davies) (d?v?s), 1913–95, Canadian writer and editor. more than 30 works of fiction as well as plays, essays, and criticism. Davies's three novel trilogies deal with life in fictional Ontario villages. Robertson Davies Narrative Structure and the Search for a... Notable works The Deptford Trilogy, The Cornish Trilogy, The Salterton Trilogy. Author robertson davies talks about critics 1973 cbc archives Davies early life provided him with themes and material to which he would often return in his... Robertson Davies: Canadian Writers: Faculty of Humanities. If you find that a simple WorldCat search for Robertson Davies and bibliography is not... Robertson Davies: Life, Work, and Criticism by Lynne Diamond-Nigh.